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recycle ready  
Label different bins 
for recyclable waste.

Going green starts at home! 
BY 17 INTERN robyn thomas

Use toothpaste only 
Not running your 
toothpaste-filled 
toothbrush under the tap 
before you start brushing 
saves water – and undiluted 
toothpaste is better for 
your teeth.

Open your curtains
Make use of natural 
light as often as you 
can. Sunlight can light 
up your room and 
warm it up too. Even if 
the sun’s not out, you’ll 
still get a natural glow.

Don’t chat and charge 
Your phone will 
struggle to charge 
if you are using it 
while it’s plugged  
in – meaning it’ll 
have to charge  
for longer and use  
more electricity. 

Meat-free Monday
Your fam might need 
some convincing, but 
by declaring one day 
a week meat-free, you’ll 
be doing your bit to reduce 
carbon emissions. 

Dress the part 
It’s tempting to reach 
for the heater as 
Autumn evenings get 
cooler, but wearing  
a warm jersey will 
have the same effect – and 
cut down on electricity costs. 

Shorten showers
Showering shouldn’t 
take you more than five 
minutes. Cue up your 
favourite song before 
you get in and when it’s 
finished, you’ll know it’s 
time to get out.

eco hero 
homegirl 
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Hang your clothes 
out to dry 
It’s tempting to 
dry your clothes in 
the tumble dryer, 
but hanging them 
out to dry saves 
electricity and will save you 
from having to iron it.

Separate your rubbish 
Reduce the amount 
of junk that makes 
it to landfills by 
separating your 
rubbish. Organic 
waste from the 
kitchen can be  
used to start  
a compost pile. 

Cold water wash 
Wash your clothes 
in cold water to save 
electricity as you 
won’t be using the 
geyser. Bonus? Your clothes’ 
colours will stay bright. 

Download music (legally!)
Buying music online,  
such as on the local  
iTunes store, cuts out  
waste from transporting  
CDs as well as producing  
all those CDs, cases  
and booklets. 

Unplug your charger 
Whether your phone is 
connected or not, if your 
charger is still plugged 
into the socket, it’s 
using electricity. Once 
your battery is fully 
charged, remove the 
charger and switch off  
the plug.

Scrap paper
It’s easy to bin 
unnecessary notes or 
handouts you receive 
at school. Instead, use 
the reverse side for 
scrap or study paper  
– using it twice is your way  
of recycling.

10˚

‘Earth Song’ 
Michael Jackson, 1995


